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The performance of Vacuum Interrupters has come a long way since their original appearance in the 
industry.  Even though they have become an extremely reliable means of switching and control for 
medium-voltage switchgear and motor controllers, questions from the early days of the product still come 
up.  One such question that just refuses to go away concerns the need to specify surge protection 
because of current chopping during interruption. 
 
First off, what is current chopping and why is it important to us?  Current chopping is the condition where 
during an ac current interruption the current becomes unstable as it approaches a zero crossing and 
stops before the zero is reached.  Current chopping occurs to some degree in all types of interrupters.  
The chopping effect produces a voltage transient that alters the transient recovery voltage seen by the 
interrupting device and the circuit components.  The intensity of the effect depends on the circuit 
components, the insulation medium of the interrupter, and the current level where it occurs.   
 
When the current chops, the energy stored in the system inductance is equal to ½ Li2 and this 
discharges into the stray capacitance, producing voltage across the interrupter contacts e = i√ L/C.  
It is a slow moving transient lasting on the order of several microseconds.  When large enough, it can 
damage the insulation of circuit components or cause the interrupter to reignite.  This is quite an 
undesirable condition and caused early designs of vacuum interrupters to develop a bad reputation.  
 
While chopping is not unique to vacuum interrupters, the strong dielectric capability of vacuum may have 
contributed to making the behavior more obvious.  It was also discovered that the interrupter contact 
material played a significant role in determining the current level where chopping occurred and thereby, 
the level of the transient voltage.  Pure copper, while a good choice for continuous current carrying 
capability, wasn’t the best choice for contact wear and weld resistance.  It also produced fairly high 
current chop at an average current level of 15 A and a maximum around 21 A.  Interrupter manufacturers 
began experimenting with the contact metallurgy to find a good trade-off between current carrying 
capability, contact wear, interrupting capability and current chopping.    
 
Of the various material combinations tried several showed excellent behavior for some, but not all, of the 
desired performance characteristics.   For example, Tungsten has excellent arcing performance and 
contact wear, but is not good for high continuous current levels and produces very high current chopping.  
A mixture of Copper and Bismiuth showed to be a good compromise in all aspects except current 
chopping where it could still chop at 21 A just like the base Copper. 
 
Silver was found to be an excellent continuous conductor and has very low current chopping at and 
average of 4 A and a maximum of 7 A, but the costs were not practical. 
 
A mix of Copper and Chromium was found to be the best compromise.  It had good wear charcteristics,  
continuous current capability and dropped the average current chop current down to 3 A with a maximum 
of ony 5 A.  This has become the industry standard for high voltage vacuum circuit breakers.   
There are still some devices, such as medium voltage motor controllers, operating at lower continuous 
currents and requiring much higher operating wear resistance that may still use contact mixes containing 
tungsten and silver.  At these current levels, current chopping is not an issue.   
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An example cited by KEMA Labs found in a tutorial on Vaccuum Interrupters demonstrates an 
interruption with a 6 A current chop where the polarity of the initial voltage that arises over the vacuum 
contacts just after interruption has the same polarity as the current.  The first peak of TRV with this 
extreme level of chop current is only 20% higher than the value expected with zero current chop.  This 
was noted as a very modest increase in peak voltage and not a concern for load insulation. 
 
The final conclusion is that the low current chop in modern vacuum interrupters is not a source of 
concern when considering the possible need for equipment surge protection. 
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